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Abstract: Children from under-resourced communities regularly enter formal schooling lagging behind their peers. These deficits in areas such as language development, reading readiness, and even in the kind of spatial skills that predict later mathematical knowledge, may persist throughout their lifespan. To address such gaps, policymakers have focused largely on schooling as the great equalizer. Yet, children only spend 20% of their waking hours in school. How can developmental scientists and educators address this “other 80%” for the benefit of children’s development? One answer is the Learning Landscapes initiative, which involves crafting carefully planned play experiences that focus on learning outcomes, particularly for children and families from under-resourced communities. Playful learning, a broad pedagogical approach featuring child-directed play methods, provides a unique way to foster learning and engagement organically within the built environment. Learning Landscapes already incorporates several well-documented projects. The Ultimate Block Party brought over 50,000 people to Central Park to engage in playful learning activities. Supermarkets became hotspots for caregiver-child interaction by simply adding prompts for caregiver-child interaction through signage in everyday “trapped” experiences. Urban Thinkscape transformed a bus stop and adjacent lot into a hub for playful learning while families were waiting for public transportation. Finally, Parkopolis is a life-size human board game that fosters STEM and reasoning skills in public spaces. This paper reflects on data from these projects while reflecting on lessons learned and future directions.
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1. Introduction

For decades, communities across the globe have been plagued by inequities between low- and higher-income families [1–3]. Young children from under-resourced communities regularly enter formal schooling lagging behind their peers, and these deficits in areas such as language development [4], spatial skills [5], and early numeracy [6] can set children’s learning trajectories through formal schooling and beyond. To address such gaps, policymakers have largely focused on schooling as the great equalizer. If only society can get children into high quality preschools, this may dilute—if not dissolve—the inequities [7]. This is indeed a key part of the solution, with high quality preschool programs demonstrating meaningful advancement for children in a variety of United States cities [8,9].
However, children around the world spend varying amounts of time in the classroom. Given that children in Western countries, for example, only spend about twenty percent of their waking hours in school [10], time spent at home and in community settings also offers important learning opportunities to supplement and extend school learning. These settings may also be employed to the foster development of a breadth of 21st century skills, including collaboration, communication, content (e.g., literacy, math, science), creativity, confidence, and critical thinking, to evaluate and apply knowledge in ways that meet the demands of a changing social and economic landscape [11].

A significant portion of the “other 80%” of children’s waking time is spent in home and community settings. Community spaces, in particular, are often underutilized and opportunities for learning are overlooked. Might we be able to marry playful learning, a broad pedagogical approach featuring child-directed play methods [12], with placemaking in ways that infuse underutilized community spaces with learning potential? This is the goal of Learning Landscapes—to enhance community engagement and increase children’s learning through caregiver-child interactions—by bringing educational opportunities into public spaces in cities—where 70% of children are projected to live by 2050 [13].

By focusing on public spaces, the Learning Landscapes initiative is located at the intersection of the push for increased educational equity and the Conscious Cities movement. Started by architect Itai Palti and neuroscientist Moshe Bar in 2015, the Conscious Cities movement aims to create intuitive, responsive, people-centric cities using cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and technology. Researchers involved in Conscious Cities are investigating that ways in which learning and development are influenced by the built environment [14]. Play has been identified as one way to bring people together to use public spaces and interact in ways not done previously [15].

U.S. cities are thriving in many sectors, yet many continue to struggle with education rankings and opportunities for children and families. These cities in particular are well positioned to demonstrate and profit from the concept of Learning Landscapes. The challenge is to unite these efforts around initiatives that are systemic, organic, and supportive of learning in both formal and informal environments, creating a “surround sound” learning experience. With early childhood research indicating the link between various playful learning approaches and increased skill development, now is the time to transform cities into holistic agents of change to support children’s learning through increased caregiver-child interactions.

Another benefit of this initiative is that philanthropic support is only needed to achieve proof of concept. After that point, data that demonstrates this type of community-level change will make a compelling case to embed Learning Landscapes into city budgets, providing a sustainable and scalable way for the public to invest in city rejuvenation, revitalization, and in the children who will become productive citizens of the 21st century. Consistent with existing efforts like Urban95 from the Bernard van Leer Foundation—designed to tailor urban environments to the needs of young children—Learning Landscapes extends this work in public spaces by turning ordinary spaces throughout the city into extraordinary opportunities for interaction, engagement, and learning. At the broadest level, Learning Landscapes enhances civic engagement and adult learning about the role they can play in educating their children, all while developing the concept of a conscious city that is responsive to the needs of its citizens.

1.1. Why Playful Learning?

Research shows that young children learn best in active, meaningful, engaged, and socially interactive contexts [16]—making play an ideal setting for enriching opportunities that will augment children’s educational development [17]. During active learning, children are “minds on”, or actively participating in a task rather than passively observing, and they are thinking and reasoning rather than just mindlessly doing a task [18,19]. Engagement in a learning activity is also essential, as studies have consistently shown that children learn more when they are paying attention rather than becoming distracted [20–23]. Additionally, children learn more effectively when learning material is meaningfully
connected to their lives, or is related to something they already know, rather than presented abstractly and out of context [24,25]. Finally, a wealth of evidence suggests that children learn more when they interact with others than when they do not [26–28].

To capitalize on the ways children learn best, playful learning includes the methods of free play, guided play, and games. Free play, whether with objects, pretend, or physical, is fun and voluntary, involves active engagement, without extrinsic goals, and often incorporates make-believe [29,30]. During free play, children can engage in discovery learning and practice social and other skills without constraints from adult involvement [31]. Henricks [32] described play as a “laboratory of the possible”, (p. 168) and as such, it appears that the flexible context of play allows children to encounter situations and enact behaviors that contribute to their scientific reasoning abilities [33]. For example, object play helps children to uncover how the world works in tangible, tactile ways [34], including understanding cause-and-effect relationships [35] and discerning the causal structure of objects through learning about affordances of object features [36]. Science learning is partially driven by scientific curiosity, or the levels of uncertainty that lead children to explore an unfamiliar topic [37]. Children are motivated to discover how things work and to use object play to satisfy their scientific curiosity by asking questions [38], devising spontaneous experiments, and learning about causal relationships through interventions [35,39,40].

Guided play retains many characteristics of free play, especially the enjoyable nature and the fact that it is child driven, but adds an additional focus on a targeted learning goal [41]. Guided play involves children exploring their environment with adults through interactions focused on implicit learning goals [12]. It allows children to tinker in a constrained environment that encourages independent exploration informed by adult expertise [17]. Adults support a learning goal by using strategies including commenting and asking open-ended questions about children’s ideas [12] and fostering the serve and return interactions that are critical for development. For instance, guided play improves language outcomes [42,43] by providing a meaningful context for the use and extension of words. Additionally, Fisher and colleagues [44] found that guided play promotes children’s learning about geometry and shapes better than didactic instruction or free play.

Finally, when games are combined with educational content, they enhance learning by increasing children’s motivation, which increases their attention to content and helps them retain more information [45,46]. For example, one study examined a board game, similar to Snakes & Ladders, that was combined with shared book-reading for the purposes of improving four-year-olds’ vocabulary knowledge [47]. Results indicated that children who played the experimental board game gained more receptive and expressive vocabulary knowledge than children in the control condition, who received equal word exposures but did not play the experimental version of the game. Similarly, Ramani and Siegler [48] found that playing a linear number board game improved low-income preschoolers’ mathematical knowledge in the areas of numerical magnitude comparison, number line estimation, counting, and numeral identification.

Play experiences may also help connect individuals with the places around them and reinterpret ways to use public space [15]. In particular, playful learning can offer a unique way to foster learning and engagement with the built environment. Incorporating playful elements into architecture and public space also promotes curiosity and a desire to learn. This is critical, because learning and development are significantly impacted by individuals’ and families’ environments [49]. The physical environment can influence internally-driven curiosity, through the creation of a mise en place—a disposition and readiness to engage in and explore a learning activity [50]—while also encouraging caregiver-child discourse and engagement in activities involving language, mathematics, and spatial topics.

To ensure high quality playful experiences, it is also important to understand caregivers’ attitudes about the links between play and learning. Many caregivers do not always see the connection between the two, since although important for cognitive and social development, play has been dropped precipitously from preschool and kindergarten classrooms [51]. A false dichotomy prevails, presenting
play and learning as mutually exclusive [29,52,53]. Little research, however, has explored the ways in which caregiver attitudes can be enhanced or changed to align with scientific evidence about the importance of play.

1.2. Taking a New Approach

By transforming public spaces into opportunities for caregiver-child interaction and playful learning, the Learning Landscapes initiative treats learning as a public health issue and not simply an educational one. As more research on the negative impacts of poverty on children’s brain development comes out [54,55], it is becoming increasingly clear that a public health approach is warranted. Thus, our approach is similar to the one taken by researchers who have examined the role of public spaces in increasing exercise opportunities. Several studies have demonstrated the important role of parks for physical exercise in the pursuit of improved population health [56–58]. By putting exercise equipment in public parks, parks are used more frequently and also increases physical activity levels in comparison to parks without exercise equipment [59]. The simple act of changing the public space resulted in measurable changes in people’s behavior.

Within the education sphere, past approaches, both school- and home-based, in areas such as mathematics and reading, have not significantly turned the tide to positively impact achievement gaps. One potential reason for this lack of impact is that a higher dose of exposure is likely necessary to create change. By introducing playful learning experiences into “the other 80%,” Learning Landscapes can create opportunities for additional exposure to learning. Learning Landscapes is non-traditional, in that it does not take place in laboratories with tightly controlled conditions or in classrooms. In the real world, it is not possible to employ methods with this level of control. Yet, Learning Landscapes can collect objective, real-time observational and survey data that demonstrate how families and children use the spaces and how discourse and interaction are affected by the installations. In the spirit of community-based participatory research, projects within the initiative also include community members as paid data collectors. This helps to increase neighborhood buy-in and provides employment and job skills to motivated neighbors. At the same time, community data collectors are more likely to have a rapport with families visiting the Learning Landscapes sites and may be more able to obtain consent for partaking in surveys than non-resident university student research assistants.

The fitness equipment example and others suggest that there can be real change by targeting community contexts. Despite Herculean approaches by the field to narrow achievement gaps, we have seen only minimal outcome changes. Yet, recent data are encouraging, suggesting that some of the more community-wide efforts like Vroom—an app designed to bring the science of brain development for young children to families and communities [60]—or Too Small to Fail—a public awareness and action campaign from the Clinton Foundation and The Opportunity Institute giving caregivers tools to talk, read, and sign with their young children—are part of the solution. Since 1998, the reading skills gap has been reduced by 16 percent and the mathematics skills gap has been reduced by 10 percent at the start of kindergarten [61]. One suggested reason for this reduction is an increase in engagement with caregivers, both in and outside the home. Learning Landscapes fits squarely within these types of initiatives.

1.3. Learning Landscapes Initiative Structure

Learning Landscapes is deeply informed by the latest findings in developmental science and guided by a theory of change that embraces the need to alter environments in ways that will support caregiver attitude change and child outcomes. The theory of change (Figure 1) suggests impact at multiple levels including galvanizing support from community leaders for city-wide initiatives in early learning and galvanizing neighborhoods around more localized opportunities for learning.

The theory of change starts with the strategies of the project, including altering public space, encouraging positive use of public space, adding playful learning installations to the environment, and engaging and welcoming community members, families, and children. Learning Landscapes
targets caregiver learning beliefs, dyadic communication while at the Learning Landscapes sites, dyadic interaction while at the sites, as well as community engagement, buy-in, and commitment. The ultimate goals of the initiative are to embed active, engaged, meaningful, and socially interactive learning opportunities in public spaces with an eye toward changing outcomes in what Golinkoff and Hirsh-Pasek [11] call the 6Cs—collaboration, communication, content, critical thinking, creative innovation, and confidence. The 6Cs highlight the need for twenty-first century education to focus on more than test scores and memorization; to be successful in today’s dynamic world, children need to exhibit the qualities embodied by the 6Cs. More specifically, Learning Landscapes targets changes in caregivers’ behaviors like increased ability to support their children’s play and greater confidence in having quality conversation and interactions with their children as well as increases in the 6Cs in areas including children’s play skills, school readiness, socioemotional skills, scientific curiosity, and school achievement. At the dyad level, Learning Landscapes ultimately aims to increase both communication and interaction—generalizing to locations and situations not involving Learning Landscape sites. Much research indicates that caregivers’ beliefs about play and learning guides their interaction with their children [62–64] and that changing the attitude of parents who believe that learning only takes place in school is very important for children’s development.

Finally, the end goal for the community as a whole is creating communities intentionally designed for play and learning. Throughout the process, moderators at all levels, including time of visit/year, child age, socioeconomic status, caregiving attitudes, and the community factors of organization,
safety, support, and involvement, affect progress. These moderators are critical factors that will be addressed in the description of each Learning Landscape example project.

Learning Landscapes is a bold, visionary initiative that is multidisciplinary at its core and offers a new approach to the other 80% that supports the kind of caregiver-child interactions that promote learning that young children need for school success. It does so, however, in a fun and inviting way that is built upon the foundation of the learning sciences. By using cities as agents of change, Learning Landscapes taps into the renewed focus on education while also contributing to the movement promoting family-friendly cities. This initiative also offers a new lens for viewing the ways in which we think about informal education for children.

In this paper, we highlight several projects that comprise Learning Landscapes at this point. Projects generally focus on families with children zero–eight, with older children and caregivers involved as well. Learning Landscapes projects have been implemented in New York City, New York, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Wilmington, Delaware. They are also on-going in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Johannesburg, South Africa. We will also present new data from a project in Switzerland.

2. Learning Landscapes Projects

2.1. Ultimate Block Party: Is It Possible to Bring People together in a Public Space to Explore Playful Learning?

The Ultimate Block Party (UBP) [52,65] served as the first pilot test for Learning Landscapes. UBP sought to transform caregiver attitudes about the relationship between play and learning in a community setting. The inaugural event of the UBP initiative was held in Central Park, New York City on 2 October 2010, and attracted over 50,000 participants. The UBP targeted caregiver knowledge of the science of learning through 28 activities that spanned eight play domains, including adventure, construction, physical, the arts, make-believe, technology, and language play [65]. All activities were based on research from the learning sciences about how to target specific skills. For example, the LEGO Extravaganza event was built around research that shows block play relates to spatial and mathematics skills [5]. Scientists dotted the park to make clear the learning connections embedded within each activity. Event organizers also handed out 16,000 handbooks, which described the ways to take home the learning happening at UBP.

An evaluation team, headed by researchers from Sarah Lawrence College and Yale University, conducted 292 in-person interviews (258 with UBP participants and 34 with a control group of caregivers in Central Park) and a web-based survey of UBP volunteers (N = 57). The goal of the evaluation was three-fold: (1) to measure the UBP event's success in conveying 4 core messages about play to caregivers; (2) to determine how well the UBP event’s organization supported achievement of its goals; and (3) to learn about people’s general attitudes with respect to play in order to inform future strategy for the UBP initiative and other forms of play advocacy. With regard to the measurement of caregiver attitudes, the researchers designed a short survey featuring Likert scale items, open-ended questions, and demographic questions to assess caregiver attitudes and beliefs about play and learning [52]. Results suggested that caregivers’ ability to represent different facets of the play/learning connection is a vital component in public awareness and may have been strengthened through direct exposure to multiple forms of play [52]. Results also demonstrated that caregiver attitudes about play could be changed after visiting as few as three playful activities. In the following years, UBPs have also taken place in Toronto, Ontario, Canada and Baltimore, Maryland.

The success of UBP demonstrated that the general populace is deeply interested in the construct of playful learning. This could be a conduit for changing attitudes, behaviors, and outcomes for children and families. Such findings emboldened us to then develop a more targeted approach to bringing the science of learning into community settings.
2.2. Supermarket Speak: How Can “Trapped Spaces” Be Infused with Learning Opportunities?

And yet, UBPI was a destination. Families had to make a special trip to Central Park to experience the playful learning activities. For the next instantiation of Learning Landscapes, we selected to infuse a space where families regularly go with opportunities for learning and interaction. Supermarkets are an example of a “trapped space” where people spend time waiting or going about daily activities in a closed space. To reach families while they do their grocery shopping, it is important to consider the ways in which adults navigate the store—we are mindful that they likely want to get in and out as fast as possible—while also offering ways for adults to engage children in fun and educational interactions. At the same time, supermarkets are already rich in opportunities to target language and mathematics skills, such as counting the number of apples a family would like to purchase or learning the names for fruits and vegetables. Thus, we asked how we might capitalize on these latent learning opportunities already present within supermarkets.

In this study, we built playful learning into local supermarkets to spark higher caregiver-child interactions [63]. Research demonstrates that everyday conversations between caregiver and child are important to language learning, which predicts school readiness [64,65]. Additionally, increased quality and quantity of caregiver-child conversation can combat the language disparities between children from low- and higher-income backgrounds [66–68]. However, interventions that target caregiver-child interactions are often expensive, labor-intensive, and difficult to integrate into disadvantaged families’ lives—resulting in high attrition rates [69,70].

In response to these challenges, our research team implemented a novel and subtle intervention—signage—which attempted to reach caregivers and children in supermarkets. Colorful, visually attractive signs (Figure 2) transformed the supermarkets into children’s museums and used these everyday environments as springboards for learning as well as caregiver-child conversations and interactions.

Signs were posted in supermarkets in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in neighborhoods serving families from low- and middle socioeconomic backgrounds. Research assistants conducted naturalistic observations of adult-child groups when signs were and were not posted.

![Figure 2. Example signs from Ridge et al. (2015): (a) dairy case sign and (b) produce aisle sign.](image)

Then, a Total Interaction Score was computed for each adult-child group, composed of indicators of rich caregiver-child interactions including: amount and valence of interaction, number of adult and child-initiated questions, and types of language used (e.g., descriptive or informative). The coding
scheme was derived from Dyadic Parent—Child Interaction Coding System, validated to assess quality of caregiver—child social interaction [71], as well as other caregiver—child interactions [67,72–74].

Families shopping in the low-SES neighborhood interacted less when signs were not posted than families in the mid-SES neighborhood. Adding signs however, resulted in families from low-SES backgrounds talking significantly more, and erasing the gap between them and mid-SES families. Overall, there was a 33% increase in these language interactions in the low-income neighborhood supermarket. Adults used significantly more descriptive language, asked the child more questions, said the name of the product more to their child, and showed the product more to the child. Children pointed to products more and asked the adult significantly more questions. The presence of the signs did not make a significant difference in caregiver-child conversations and interactions occurring in a supermarket located in a middle-income neighborhood. By using “trapped” spaces where caregivers and children go—we sparked precisely the kinds of interactions that build a foundation for strong language development.

This work is currently being replicated in Johannesburg, South Africa and in Tulsa, Oklahoma. As a part of the “Talking is Teaching: Talk, Read, Sing” campaign of Too Small to Fail—in conjunction with the George Kaiser Family Foundation, CAP Tulsa, and Tulsa Educare—the Ridge et al. [63] study was replicated in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Similar colorful, visually attractive signs (Figure 3) were posted in supermarkets in both low- and middle-income neighborhoods and Spanish-language signs were posted in a supermarket in a primarily Spanish-speaking neighborhood. Termed “Healthy Language”, signs featured both language and mathematics prompts, with the addition of math prompts being novel for this iteration. Morris, Zapata, and Treat [75] led a team that observed English and Spanish-speaking caregiver-child groups (N = 497) before and after signage installation using the same type of observation methods as Ridge et al. [63]. However, unlike in the Ridge and colleagues study, stores designated as low-income actually drew in more economically mixed groups of shoppers, as per shopper surveys. Furthermore, amount of interaction in the signs down conditions were higher at baseline than in Ridge et al., meaning that there were fewer opportunities for growth in caregiver-child interaction. As a result, no statistically significant differences were found in the number of conversational turns before and after signage installation. However, in this setting, researchers found a difference in the quality of conversation from pre-signage to post-signage. After the signage was installed, a greater percentage of adults said the name of products or activities, used numerical language, and talked about colors than before the introduction of signage. Regardless of the presence or absence of signage, Hispanic caregiver-child groups demonstrated higher levels of interaction than non-Hispanic groups.

In Johannesburg, South Africa, South African Partners and researcher Sharon Moonsamy with her team from the University of the Witwatersrand are currently completing an additional replication of Ridge et al. [63]. In addition to language development-focused prompts, this project also added signs with mathematics prompts that targeted numerical and spatial language (see Figure 3 for an example). The signs were posted in supermarkets in both low- and middle-income neighborhoods in both English and isiXhosa. Termed “Sifunda Ngokuthetha” or “We Learn by Talking Together”, caregiver-child groups were observed using naturalistic observation, as in Ridge et al. [63], as well as shopper exit surveys asking adults with children which signs they noticed while shopping and what impact the signs had on their shopping experience. Data from this project will demonstrate the effectiveness of translating this intervention into an international context.

Throughout its various iterations, this low-cost, supermarket intervention fosters the type of caregiver-child conversations and interactions that have the potential to impact later language, literacy, and mathematics outcomes for children from disadvantaged backgrounds. Many families from low-income backgrounds do not have the means to regularly visit children’s museums and other comparable spaces. By transforming a supermarket into a similar space for learning, the supermarket speak studies convert an everyday place into an enriching learning environment. In this way, supermarket speak harnesses the other 80% of children’s time to improve their academic forecast.
2.3. Urban Thinkscape: How Can Public Spaces Be Infused with Learning Opportunities?

If supermarkets can prompt caregiver-child interaction and learning, then, in theory, public spaces can be equally effective locations for such activities. Today, our public spaces include places where people wait—often with children. Adults are often using their phones or giving their children phones or tablets to occupy them [76]. How can we transform places—from street corners to laundromats—where people gather into hubs for playful learning? Bus stops offer one opportunity to test this idea. We asked whether it might be possible to reimagine a bench as a learning opportunity instead of merely a place to sit and wait for a ride. Urban Thinkscape explored this possibility.

Urban Thinkscape marries architectural design with research from the science of learning. Designed in collaboration with architect Itai Palti of the Conscious Cities movement, it places aesthetically beautiful and exciting learning opportunities directly within cityscapes in the places where people regularly go—at bus stops, on sidewalks, and in parks. Designs installed in the pilot cluster include: Puzzle Bench, Jumping Feet, Stories, and Hidden Figures. The designs were created to tap into active, engaged, meaningful, and socially interactive learning contexts while also targeting specific areas of learning, such as spatial skills, language development, and executive functioning. Puzzle Bench uses the back wall of a bus stop to challenge waiting passengers to complete a series of puzzles (Figure 4). Fostered by puzzles, early spatial and mathematics skills are key predictors of both later mathematics and literacy abilities [77,78]. The next design, Stories, asks children to balance from one narrative cue to another to create a story (Figure 5). This activity fosters the development of narrative skills, which impact children’s literacy outcomes [79]. With younger children, caregivers can ask them to identify the objects in each narrative cue, building vocabulary and language skills—both precursors to narrative development. The third design, Jumping Feet, morphs everyday hopscotch into an executive functioning activity (Figure 6). Executive functioning is an umbrella term for the control of cognitive processes, including working memory, flexibility, problem solving, and planning. Children’s executive functioning abilities in early childhood predict later reading and mathematics achievement better than IQ scores [80]. In the Jumping Feet activity, shoe prints encourage children to jump, developing their ability to control impulses and think flexibly as they match the random pattern and think about their next step. Caregivers can also encourage children to switch up the pattern—signage suggest that they can try putting one foot where they see two and two where they see one, thereby targeting cognitive inhibition. Finally, Hidden Figures activates children’s curiosity by...
searching in the metalwork for images of food, animals, and any other objects they can locate (Figure 7). This activity sparks scientific curiosity by introducing a level of uncertainty about how the design creates different images at different times of day. As the sun moves across the sky, different shapes are revealed on the ground below. Building this kind of curiosity leads to exploratory behavior and helps children become strong problem solvers [36]. Children can also develop spatial skills by figuring out how the images are projected onto the ground.

The feedback received from these meetings was given top priority during discussions with city leaders, and as a result, a privately owned lot located in the Belmont neighborhood was selected as the location of the first cluster of Urban Thinkscape designs. The lot is situated near the location where Martin Luther King, Jr. led the “Freedom Now” rally on 2 August 1965. The decision to group designs in a cluster was based on findings from the Ultimate Block Party, which showed that it takes exposure to three–four activities in a group to change caregivers’ attitudes towards playful learning [51].

Figure 4. Puzzle Bench design at Urban Thinkscape.

Figure 5. Stories design at Urban Thinkscape.
One other critical piece of the project involves community data collectors. Community members are collecting pre- and post-implementation observational and survey data at both the Urban Thinkscape site and a control site playground in the same area. Community members received payment and job training as a part of their participation in the project. Through the observations and surveys, community data collectors gather information about the following goals of Urban Thinkscape: (1) families will be more engaged and interactive with the public space; (2) caregiver-child discourse around public spaces will be increased along with enhanced family interaction; and (3) families will begin to understand and change their attitudes regarding the links between play and learning.

At pre-test, data demonstrated that fewer types of language (and fewer conversations in general) were heard at the future site of Urban Thinkscape than at a playground in the same general area. The development of Urban Thinkscape started with the principles of how people learn most effectively and how those principles relate to specific content areas of interest. Then, the project team connected with members of the local community to determine what they wanted for their neighborhood. To do this, at the beginning of the project, leaders of neighborhood associations and community groups in the Promise Zone area of West Philadelphia, as well as groups of community members, were invited to attend meetings facilitated by the project team. Community members expressed that they wanted something in the neighborhood that would invite families to come in and
stay rather than to leave. The project was built with the community, who tailored it to their own specific needs and desires. It is in this way that the project was personalized and owned by the community.

The feedback received from these meetings was given top priority during discussions with city leaders, and as a result, a privately owned lot located in the Belmont neighborhood was selected as the location of the first cluster of Urban Thinkscape designs. The lot is situated near the location where Martin Luther King, Jr. led the “Freedom Now” rally on 2 August 1965. The decision to group designs in a cluster was based on findings from the Ultimate Block Party, which showed that it takes exposure to three–four activities in a group to change caregivers’ attitudes towards playful learning [51].

One other critical piece of the project involves community data collectors. Community members are collecting pre- and post-implementation observational and survey data at both the Urban Thinkscape site and a control site playground in the same area. Community members received payment and job training as a part of their participation in the project. Through the observations and surveys, community data collectors gather information about the following goals of Urban Thinkscape: (1) families will be more engaged and interactive with the public space; (2) caregiver-child discourse around public spaces will be increased along with enhanced family interaction; and (3) families will begin to understand and change their attitudes regarding the links between play and learning.

At pre-test, data demonstrated that fewer types of language (and fewer conversations in general) were heard at the future site of Urban Thinkscape than at a playground in the same general area (Figure 8). The control location was chosen since it is one of the playgrounds closest to the Urban Thinkscape site within the Promise Zone area. The goal was to select an existing playspace location where we might capture caregivers and children interacting naturally around play.

Forthcoming post-test data will reveal if the installation of the designs resulted in increases in specific types of adult and child language use at the Urban Thinkscape site.

2.4. Parkopolis: Can We Enrich Public Spaces Even Further by Building in More Sophisticated Content?

The above Learning Landscapes projects test the ability to change caregivers’ attitudes towards the connection between play and learning, increase caregiver-child discourse and interactions, and engage communities as true partners in the process. Might it be possible to build specific academic competencies that children typically learn in school, in the context of parks and playgrounds? Research on game-based learning demonstrates that indeed games can build key academic skills outside of school [81,82]. In the latest iteration of Learning Landscapes, we endeavor to enrich public spaces with math and science learning opportunities using our life-size playful learning board game—Parkopolis.

Parkopolis targets STEM and domain-general learning skills (e.g., executive functioning, approaches to learning, and fluid reasoning). In Parkopolis, children roll dice to advance around
the board and draw cards that engage them in different mini-games and activities. Derived from cutting-edge research in the science of learning, Parkopolis is designed to promote engagement and STEM dialogue between caregivers and children. The games and activities that compose Parkopolis are designed to apply principles derived from rigorous research to this new challenge in a manner that is sustainable and scalable.

Research demonstrates that playing linear numerical board games promotes children’s math development [82,83] and that children learn more effectively when they engage with their whole body [84–86] rather than when they learn in more passive contexts. Further, fractions are a particularly difficult concept for children in formal school [87]; thus, our game incorporates a redesign of dice that includes fractions—and the spaces of the game board are divided into fourths—this way children can advance two and a half, or three and three-quarters spaces and have an embodied fraction learning experience.

The activities in Parkopolis were born from the scientific literature targeting critical STEM skills that predict later school success; such as, patterns [88,89], numeracy and spatial skills [90–92], geometry [93], measurement [94], and fractions [87,95]. See Parkopolis and fraction dice designs in Figure 9.

Parkopolis also pulls from domain-general learning skills that help children learn regardless of the academic content. This includes executive functioning (i.e., working memory, cognitive flexibility, and inhibition; [96]), approaches to learning (i.e., strategic planning, persistence, open-mindedness, sustained focus, communication, and cooperation; [97]), and fluid reasoning, which is the capacity to think logically and solve novel problems, critical for scientific and computational thinking [98]. Finally, Parkopolis promotes physical activity and gross motor skills, which have empirically-demonstrated benefits for children’s cognitive and health development [99,100]. To generate the game cards we pulled directly from the literature and contacted leaders in the field to ensure the most relevant content was represented. For example activity cards (see Figure 10).

The first pilot study of Parkopolis was conducted across three summer camps in Lausanne, Zurich, and Zug, Switzerland, in August 2017. We observed 35 small groups of children (4–6 children per group) either playing Parkopolis ($n = 28$) or playing an outdoor game of their choice ($n = 7$). In total we observed 158 children ranging from 8 to 13 years of age ($M = 11.1$), they were 32% female ($n = 50$), and 94% White ($n = 148$).
To capture children’s language, engagement, and approaches to learning we adapted an observational protocol from a previous Learning Landscape study [79]. Observers rated children’s STEM language use (e.g., numeracy language, fraction language, spatial language, and measurement language) on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (0 utterances) to 5 (16+ utterances). Double coded observations showed 91% agreement (±1) on the 5-point scale indicating strong inter-rater reliability.

Compare to the control condition, children playing Parkopolis used significantly more whole number language \((t(33) = 5.68, p < 0.01, d = 1.55)\), fraction language \((t(33) = 2.77, p < 0.01, d = 1.50)\), spatial language \((t(33) = 3.16, p < 0.01, d = 1.43)\), measurement language \((t(33) = 3.46, p < 0.01, d = 1.87)\), and made more observations \((t(33) = 3.03, p = 0.05, d = 0.84)\) (see Figure 11). Similarly, children playing Parkopolis were more engaged \((t(33) = 2.20, p = 0.03, d = 0.67)\), showed greater confidence in dealing with difficult problems \((t(33) = 3.98, p < 0.01, d = 1.45)\), compared to the control condition.

Figure 10. Example activity cards from Parkopolis targeting measurement (a) and executive functioning (b).

Figure 11. Mean language use in the Parkopolis and Control conditions.
However, there were no significant differences between Parkopolis and the control condition in children’s reasoning language ($t(33) = 0.63, p = 0.54$), talk about patterns ($t(33) = 1.27, p = 0.21$), predictions ($t(33) = 1.26, p = 0.22$), planning ($t(33) = -1.25, p = 0.22$), and talk about colors and letters ($t(33) = 0.67, p = 0.51$). Additionally, Parkopolis showed no significant advantage over the control condition in children’s turns during verbal interactions ($t(33) = 0.64, p = 0.53$), amount of interaction ($t(33) = 0.93, p = 0.36$), and physical activity ($t(33) = 1.60, p = 0.11$). Finally, there was no difference between Parkopolis and the control condition in children dealing with open-ended problems, and communicating/working with others, as all groups were rated to have engaged in these activities.

These pilot data demonstrate that Parkopolis successfully targeted STEM content. It also showed the ability of the game to engage children and provide a platform for them to exercise their approaches to learning and executive functioning skills. A key development goal of Parkopolis was to design the game to be very intuitive so that children and families could play with minimal written instruction and no supervising staff to explain or facilitate the game.

While encouraging, this pilot study also had several limitations. First, the concept for the game was designed for installation in urban low-income environments. However, the campers in this study came from families that could afford to send them to a private summer camp. Further, children in the camps were on the older end of the age spectrum that we intend to target with Parkopolis. Lastly, due to the constraints of observing children in different languages with minimal research staff, we prioritized observing Parkopolis groups which resulted in a much smaller sample size for the control condition.

Nonetheless, the pilot study accomplished its main objective to test whether children would play the game with minimal guidance and whether the game would elicit STEM language and adaptive learning behaviors. A larger version of Parkopolis is currently being fabricated for installation in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

3. Discussion

To date, we have proof of concept that Learning Landscapes projects can promote caregiver-child interactions and learning opportunities among children and families from low-income communities, while instilling community pride and civic engagement. The Learning Landscapes initiative takes an innovative approach to joining the pursuit of educational equity with the development of Conscious Cities in order to transform unexpected places into opportunities for playful learning. By combining principles from the science of learning about how people learn best with playful activities, Learning Landscapes projects target academic content in non-traditional settings. Learning Landscapes also takes a public health approach to education, embracing Rose’s Theorem, which holds that a small dose of treatment disseminated widely to a large number of people has a larger net effect than more intensive treatment in a smaller population [101]. These interventions are low in individual effort and broad in their reach aligning with best practices in prevention science [102] and holding tremendous potential for widespread educational impact on children and families.

We began by asking if we could bring people together in a public space to explore playful learning in the Ultimate Block Party. UBP showed us that families are eager to learn more about educating their children outside of school and that interacting with as few as three playful learning activities can change their views of the potential for learning through play [51]. Next, we asked how trapped spaces, like supermarkets, could be infused with learning opportunities. Supermarket Speak demonstrated that signage in the places families spend their time can produce a meaningful boost in caregiver-child interactions in low-income neighborhoods [63]. Building on that investigation, we extended playful learning opportunities into public spaces. Urban Thinkscape is a model for community engagement and urban revitalization [81]. Finally, we developed a game to integrate even more sophisticated content into such public space installations. Parkopolis elicited the intended
STEM language, engagement, and approaches to learning skills in an unsupervised setting that may generalize to city parks around the globe.

Projects of this sort are a way to add learning opportunities within the many city revitalization and urban renewal efforts that are mobilizing around the globe. The current projects do, however, have some general limitations. Among them, the current Learning Landscapes projects have not been able to generate data regarding child-learning outcomes. In our future projects, we will collect data at different levels, such as neighborhood data, family-level data using questionnaires and interviews, and child data as well. We posit that families living in neighborhoods that are saturated with Learning Landscapes will reveal positive changes in their beliefs about learning and play compared to families outside these zones. We have already begun to collect more detailed information about the impacts of Learning Landscapes on neighborhoods, families and children—essential to this endeavor based in the science of learning.

Somewhat similarly, we have not been able to tease apart exactly which prompts or activities made the difference in increasing caregiver-child discourse and engagement. Future research will work to determine if posing specific questions or including elements focusing on playful learning in specific content areas, such as science, mathematics, or language, provide the most impact.

Additionally, data collectors were not blind to conditions in the various Learning Landscape studies, because it is easy to see when signs or installations are either in place or not in place. Although every effort was made to ensure that data collectors were blind to study hypotheses, there is room for innovation in the types of data collection procedures used in these types of studies. For example, we are investigating installing usage sensors on outdoor projects to record how often an installation is manipulated throughout the course of the day. This would allow us to capture data that currently fall through the cracks when data collectors are not out at the site observing.

Also, it is important to comment on the nature of working on community-based research projects. Throughout the process of developing and implementing the suite of Learning Landscapes projects, we have learned a great deal about how to involve community members from the inception of a project all the way through data collection. We strive to better understand local needs with every successive study.

Even with these challenges and limitations, however, Learning Landscapes shows enormous promise for how we might capitalize on “the other 80%” of time when children are awake and not in school. If we are to move the needle on the glaring gaps between low- and middle-income children, city wide initiatives like Learning Landscapes are designed to be part of the solution. Only with bold efforts will we have a large enough dose to help all children thrive.

To date, we have only looked at the impact of individual projects on outcomes. As we build these installations into the fabric of the city, as we are doing in the new Philadelphia Playful Learning City project, we hypothesize that Learning Landscapes will also engender neighborhood-level effects, including building community knowledge of how young children learn best, the importance of play for learning, and the potential for turning public spaces into hubs that encourage children’s learning and educational outcomes.
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